Event Safety Proposal

Event name: Knocking down the Berlin Wall
Event Location: East Campus Courtyard

Event Description: In a reenactment of the fall of the Berlin Wall, freshmen will be given various objects with which to knock down a wall (composed of drywall and 2” by 4” planks of wood).

Safety Concerns: Pre-freshmen will be handling large tools, and dust/chips from the wall may bounce off.

Safety Mitigation: We will not allow more than one pre-freshman to demolish each segment of wall at a time (but rather have them take turns). We will also restrict the number of tools available to pre-freshmen, and any pre-freshman seeking to use a tool will be guided on proper etiquette before hand. The area around the wall will be caution-taped off, and no passersby will be allowed near it. Additionally, anyone within the caution-taped area must wear safety goggles, which we will provide.